Observations of the Kooikerhondje temperament – what means sensitive or reactive?
Dr. Martin has written an excellent article on the behavior of our lovely Kooikers. Well worth the time to read, if you are
interested in a Kooikerhondje. Thank you Dr. Martin for allowing us to share this.

As part of educating future and current Kooikerhondje owners, as well as breeders, I would like to share
my observations of this aspect of the temperament of the breed.
This article is not science or evidence based and no genetic research on this topic exists in the breed. It
comes from someone who has owned and has been around many Kooikerhondjes in different countries
since 1998.
While all of us know how loving and loyal and simply beautiful this breed is, why do we recommend that
they need homes with enough dog experience? Most of us stumble upon the following description about
the breed: “reserved”; “sensitive”; “can be reactive”;
Well, what does that mean? What should new owners prepare themselves for? Is there a typical age when
that breed specific temperament becomes apparent? Yes. Let’s explore.
My observations have been that the breeds temperament and outgoingness has improved a lot since I
first met them. The improvement is more apparent when it comes to the dog-human interaction than the
dog on dog interaction. Meaning that in 1997, I did experience this breed as more cautious around
strangers than what I notice these days. Well, is that a result of breeding, raising or pure luck? Many of
you have met Kooikers and say “they are not as shy as I expected them to be”! Great! That is good
feedback and a good development. However, they are usually no big fans of toddlers, rough and loud
children or sudden unexpected movements in general. They are…sensitive.
I personally have not observed much change in terms of the adult/adolescent Kooikerhondje’s
interaction around other dogs. Many need a bigger personal space than the average dog their size. They
might not tolerate unusual behavior of other dogs and are quick to respond in showing their disapproval
of behavior they feel is inappropriate although to the humans and other dogs, it is not! They are, on
average, not big fans of strange dogs rushing into their faces. Again, exceptions exist but I am talking
about the average Kooiker. Intact male Kooikerhondjes can be loud and snarly, intact females can be
quiet and calm until they quickly snap without much warning. This certainly is a behavior or trait we
NEED to educate any new owner about and prepare them so that they are successful with their new
Kooikerhondje.
Does this run in certain lines? I am not so sure. Some lines seem to produce sharper offspring but I would
say that even very sweet and mellow parents and siblings can have an offspring that turns out to be
snarlier and more unpredictable than the others. This is tricky!
You might ask: “Can you observe this when they are puppies and are still at the breeder?” Honestly, I
don’t think so. You can maybe see which puppy is the more confident and dominant one, but that is not
what I am describing here as a typical Kooikerhondje trait.
When would this behavior show up? In my experience, it usually starts to show up when the dog enters
adolescence. Some as early as 8 months, others in later adolescence around 18 months. It can improve
with aging and stable positive experiences and consistent training.
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Are there triggering experiences for a Kooikerhondje that can worsen this behavior? Yes, absolutely.
Often times, a Kooikerhondje was overwhelmed in a situation which can be ever so slightly noticeable
and not easy to pick up by the owner. It could be the big dog at the dog park that ran over in an attempt to
play, it could be the neighbor kid racing by screaming, it could be a person walking up in the dark or with
a funny hat when your Kooiker connects this experience in a wrong way and the next time, out of
insecurity and for self protection, snarls and barks. Our initial response is most of the time to pull the dog
back on the leash, to talk calmly “Oh no, Bobby, we don’t do that!” or to even get angry and yell – Those
reactions will not help your Kooikerhondje overcome the situation and learn. Kooikerhondjes need to be
read well by their owner and – BEFORE they react in an unwanted way, they need to be taken out of the
situation AND the situation should be practiced (sometimes over and over again) in a safe and managed
environment.
I’d like to make sure that this particular behavior I am describing is a reactiveness out of sensitivity to the
environment. It needs to be clearly distinguished from aggression which is an unprovoked and
completely unpredictable behavior to either human or dog with loss of control and sometimes includes
breaking skin. That still happens in the breed. Certainly, bad experiences can trigger a dog with more
reactivity at baseline to become truly aggressive. Aggression can also be caused by underlying medical
issues including brain tumors, epilepsy, thyroid dysfunction etc. This needs to be assessed thoroughly by
a veterinarian.
Another observation of mine is the fact that countries/cultures seem to have different thresholds of what
is considered “normal” dog behavior/ interactions and what defines “reactivity”. In western Europe, most
dogs are naturally kept intact. More places allow dogs off leash (not dog parks) and it is more common to
bring dogs to restaurants and public places. It is considered normal that dogs interact while making noise
and that can include a snarl, a bark or even a little scrabble. Moving to the United States has taught me
that most dogs are neutered/spayed here at a young age, maintain a more playful attitude that way and
interact in smaller spaces, like in dog parks. Growling or barking is quickly judged as bad and dogs are
pulled apart before they can figure the situation out. The Kooikerhondjes potential to react might fit less
into what the average dog owner is used to in the USA.
Again, the question becomes, is this genetic and part of the breed? I would say yes, it is to a certain degree
typical and to be expected in the Kooikerhondje.
Ok, so after learning about that trait, many still pursue getting their first Kooikerhondje puppy. Besides
education what to expect, what can one do to prevent this issue from becoming problematic? Most
Kooikerhondje puppies are cute, outgoing, social and should not have any major problems. Pay attention
once they have entered adolescence to small incidents, set them up for success, see the world in
Kooikerhondje eyes, continue monitored socialization as MUCH as you possibly can (ideally with a trainer
or a training group), work immediately on any snarl, reactiveness, possessiveness you observe, continue
a routine and don’t let your guard down until your Kooiker is fully matured (this can sometimes take
years…). Interaction on leash (as nose to nose contact with another dog) – if absolutely required – is
better for short moments only (like a quick sniff) and do not allow tension to build up, rather move your
Kooiker away.
If we truly love this breed, we also need to accept the temperament trait I have been writing about,
embrace it, educate about it and help improve it with knowledgeable and careful breeding choices.
I am definitely hoping for more research in this area and am happy to spearhead any studies in the
future!
Respectfully, Susanne Martin All rights reserved by Golden Gate Kooikers and Dr. Susanne Martin.
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